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Shot-noise spectroscopy of energy-resolved ballistic currents

M. Naspreda, O. M. Bulashenko, and J. M. Rubı´
Departament de Fı´sica Fonamental, Universitat de Barcelona, Diagonal 647, E-08028 Barcelona, Spain

~Received 19 May 2003; published 23 October 2003!

We investigate the shot noise of nonequilibrium carriers injected into a ballistic conductor and interacting via
long-range Coulomb forces. Coulomb interactions are shown to act as an energy analyzer of the profile of
injected electrons by means of the fluctuations of the potential barrier at the emitter contact. We show that
the details in the energy profile can be extracted from shot-noise measurements in the Coulomb interaction
regime, but cannot be obtained from time-averaged quantities or shot-noise measurements in the absence of
interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of shot noise, associated with the
domness and discreteness in charge transmission has be
a fundamental issue in the study of mesoscopic system
the nanoscale region.1–3 Since shot noise contains tempor
information on the transmitted carriers, it can be used
deduce, for example, an effective quasiparticle charge,
netic parameters, or other parameters for the interac
among carriers—information that usually cannot be obtai
from time-averaged measurements of the mean curren
conductance. In particular, shot noise is currently used a
tool to probe fractional charge,4 effective superconducting
charge,5 quantum transmission modes in atomic-s
contacts,6 mechanisms of tunneling,7 etc. ~see also recen
review in Ref. 2!.

A matter of particular interest is the significance of Co
lomb interactions in scattering-free or ballistic conducto
As was recently shown, Coulomb interactions may suppr
the shot noise down to several orders of magnitude in sp
charge-limited ballistic conductors.8,9 In this paper, we focus
mainly on the question of how the effect of Coulomb inte
actions on the shot noise can be employed to reveal im
tant information on the energy profile of nonequilibrium ca
riers injected from an emitter contact.

Using ballistic electrons to study nanoscale structures
recently been a very active research area. In the stan
technique called ‘‘hot-electron spectroscopy,’’10,11 carriers
injected from an emitter contact are analyzed in a collec
contact by means of a barrier that is transparent only
carriers having energy greater than the barrier height.
changing the bias on the collector barrier, the electron ene
profile can be analyzed. This technique requires the desig
a special collector filter for obtaining information on th
electron energies. Here, we discuss an alternative me
that does not require a design of the filter, rather it employ
‘‘natural’’ filter: the potential barrier that appears due to
injected space charge. This space charge limits the cur
producing the resistance effect by means of a barrier, wh
reflects a part of the injected carriers back to the emitter.
height of the barrier depends on the screening paramete
the material, and it varies with the external bias. The ess
tial difference with the case of a fixed barrier is that t
space-charge barrier fluctuates in time and produces lo
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range Coulomb correlations between the transmitted e
trons that leads to the significant suppression of shot n
registered at the collector contact. The level of suppress
depends drastically on the energy profile of the injec
carriers,12 while the time-averaged quantities~the mean cur-
rent, conductance, etc.! do not. Therefore, one can use th
shot-noise measurements to reveal the details in the en
profile.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
the basic equations describing the space-charge-limited
listic transport and noise in a two-terminal conductor. As
particular example, we address the situation when in addi
to the Fermi-Dirac injection from each lead, there is an ex
injection of monoenergetic electrons represented by ad peak
in energy spectrum at the emitter lead. The self-consis
steady-state solutions for this case are found in Sec. III.
formulas for the mean current and noise are obtained in S
IV. Section V shows the results of the calculations for
GaAs ballistic structure. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes t
main contributions of the paper.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider a two-terminal multimode ballistic conduct
in a planar lead geometry~Fig. 1!. In a semiclassical frame
work, the electron occupation numbersf (x,kW ,t) are deter-
mined by the electron flows from the left and right lead9

FIG. 1. Energy diagram determining the potential barrier sh
for a ballistic two-terminal conductor under applied biasU. Elec-
trons with energiesE.0 pass over the barrier, while those withE
,0 are reflected back to the leads. At the left lead, electrons a
tional to the Fermi-Dirac distribution are injected at energyEd

above the barrier.
©2003 The American Physical Society21-1
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The inhomogeneity of the space charge disturbs the elec
static potential in such a way that the self-consistent buil
field determines the potential barrier, at which electrons
either reflected or transmitted depending on their ene
~Fig. 1!. Assuming that the barrier is much wider than t
wavelength of electrons, one can neglect tunneling and qu
tum reflection, i.e., the transmission probability is 1 if t
electron energy is higher than the barrier height, and it is
the opposite case. In this framework, the transport is
scribed by the collisionless Boltzmann equation se
consistently coupled with the Poisson equation suppleme
by the stochastic boundary conditions for the occupat
numbers:8,9

S ]

]t
1

\kx

m

]

]x
1q

dw

dx

]

\]kx
D f ~x,kW ,t !50, ~1!

d2w

dx2
5

q

e E dkW

~2p!d
f ~x,kW ,t !, ~2!

f ~0,kW ,t !ukx.05 f L~kW !1d f L~kW ,t !, ~3!

f ~,,kW ,t !ukx,05 f R~kW !1d f R~kW ,t !, ~4!

w~,,t !2w~0,t !5U~ t !, ~5!

where m is the electron effective mass,q is the electronic
charge,kW5(kx ,kW'), d is the dimension of a momentum
space~the spin components are neglected!, e is the dielectric
permittivity of the media,w(x,t) is the self-consistent elec
tric potential, andU is the applied bias~below we assume
that U is fixed by an external circuit!. In the absence o
scattering, the noise originates from the stochastic sou
d f L,R at the left (L) and right (R) leads, which gives rise to
the fluctuations of the occupation numbers and electric
tential along the conductor and, as a consequence, the
tuations of the current.

Assuming that the number of the occupied transve
modes is large, one can integrate the occupation num
f (x,kW ,t) over the transverse momentumkW' and obtain for
each longitudinal energy« the~fluctuating! occupation factor
at a cross sectionx:

n~x,«,t !5 E
0

`

f ~x,«,«' ,t !n' d«' ,

where «5\2kx
2/(2m), «'5\2kW'

2 /(2m), and n'5m/2p\2

is the density of transverse modes.
It is seen that under ballistic transport conditions, the

cupation factors in the bulk are determined by the occupa
factorsnL,R(«,t) in the leads. Our aim is to describe how th
details of the injection energy profile can be revealed in
shot noise. To this end, we consider the situation when
addition to the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac~FD! injection from
each lead~which we call the background injection!, there is
an extra injection from the left~emitter! lead with a monoen-
ergetic distribution described by a Diracd function ~Fig. 1!.
The origin of this additional injection may be related, e.g.,
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tunneling from a resonant level~double barrier resonant tun
neling emitter!, a narrow miniband~superlattice emitter!,13

and cold cathodes.14 We also assume that the overall inje
tion current is mostly carried by the background electro
while the contribution from the delta peak electrons is re
tively small. Thus for the time-averaged occupation fact
in the leads, we write

nL~«!5nFD~«!1an0kBTd~«2«d!, ~6!

nR~«!5nFD~«2qU!, ~7!

where

nFD~«!5n0 ln $11exp@~«F2«!/~kBT!#%, ~8!

is the FD occupation number integrated over the transve
modes,n05N/(jA), N5(kF

2A/4p) is the number of trans-
verse modes in the degenerate limit,j5«F /kBT, «F is the
Fermi energy at the left lead,T is the temperature,A is the
cross-sectional area,«d is the longitudinal energy of the extr
electrons, anda is the dimensionless peak ‘‘amplitude.’’

Concerning the boundary conditions for the fluctuatio
of the occupation numbers, we assume that the peak e
trons are Poissonian, i.e., they are not correlated. The b
ground FD electrons are correlated among themselves
cording to the Pauli exclusion for the Fermi statistics. Th
for the energy-resolved injection current fluctuations
have9

^dI k~«!dI k~«8!&5Kk~«!~D f !d~«2«8!,

wherek5L,R; D f is the frequency bandwidth~we assume
the low-frequency limit!, and

KL~«!5KFD~«!1aK0kBTd~«2«d!, ~9!

KR~«!5KFD~«2qU!, ~10!

with

KFD~«!5K0$11exp@~«2«F!/~kBT!#%21, ~11!

K052GS /j, GS5G0N is the Sharvin conductance, andG0
5q2/(2p\) is the unit of conductance.9 The d functions in
Eqs.~6! and~9! imply that the width of the peak is narrow o
the scale of the temperatureT. The addition of extra peak
electrons bring the injection away from equilibrium. Ther
fore one cannot use the thermal-equilibrium Nyqu
relationship9 for the injected electrons.

III. SELF-CONSISTENT STEADY-STATE SPATIAL
PROFILES

It is convenient to introduce the mean total longitudin
energyE5«2F(x), where the potential energy is counte
off from the barrier top:F(x)[qw(x)2qw(xb). Then at the
leads we obtainFL[F(0)5qUb and FR[F(,)5FL
1qU, whereqUb is the barrier height~Fig. 1!. The solution
of Eq. ~1! for the stationary case gives, after integration ov
the energy, the electron density at any section of the cond
tor in terms of the potentialF. For the boundary conditions
~6!– ~8!, we find two additive contributions to the electro
density: from the background FD electrons and from thed
peak,N5Nbg1Nd . The former is given by
1-2
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SHOT-NOISE SPECTROSCOPY OF ENERGY-RESOLVED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 155321 ~2003!
Nbg~F!5 E
0

`

@nFD~E1FL!1nFD~E1FR!# n~E1F!

12 E
2F

0

@u2xnFD~E1FL!

1uxnFD~E1FR!#n~E1F!dE, ~12!

wheren(E)51/@2p\v(E)# is the density of states withv
5A2E/m, and ux[u(x) is the Heaviside function withx
5x2xb . The first integral in Eq.~12! corresponds to the
electrons transmitted over the barrier (E.0), while the sec-
ond integral is referred to the reflected carriers (2F,E
,0).9 The contribution from the peak electrons is obtain
as

Nd~F!5an0n~Ed1F!@u~Ed!12u2xu~2Ed!

3u~Ed1F!#, ~13!

whereEd[«d2FL is the peak location with respect to th
barrier top. In Eq.~13!, the term withu(Ed) gives the con-
tribution at biases when the peak energy is above the ba
(Ed.0), while the term withu(2Ed) contributes in the
opposite caseEd,0 ~in the regionx,0 and forF.2Ed
only!.

The electron density given by Eqs.~12! and~13! can now
be substituted into the Poisson equationd2F/dx2

5(q2/e)N(F) to find the self-consistent potential barri
position. We obtain

q,A2

e
5 E

0

FL dF

h2
1/2~F!

1 E
0

FR dF

h1
1/2~F!

, ~14!

whereh(F)5 *0
F NdF̃, h2[h(x,0), andh1[h(x.0).

Integrating Eqs.~12! and ~13! over F, we obtain

h5hd1hbg , ~15!

hd~F!5
an0m

2p\
$u~Ed!@v~Ed1F!2v~Ed!#

12u2x u~2Ed!u~Ed1F!v~Ed1F!%, ~16!

hbg~F!5
m

2p\ H E
0

`

@nFD~E1FL!

1nFD~E1FR!#@v~E1F!2v~E!#dE

12 E
2F

0

@u2x nFD~E1FL!

1uxnFD~E1FR!#v~E1F!dEJ . ~17!

Equation ~14! relates three important parameters: the s
consistent barrier heightUb , the applied biasU, and the
length of the conductor,. Given any two of them, the third
one can be calculated from Eqs.~14!– ~17! by making use of
the boundary conditions~6!– ~8!.
15532
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IV. CURRENT AND NOISE

The mean ballistic current is found as an integral over
occupation numbers for the transmitted (E.0) carriers from
both leads. It can also be decomposed into two termsI
5I bg1I d , where for each contribution we find

I bg5
qA

2p\ E
0

`

@nFD~E1FL!2nFD~E1FR!#dE, ~18!

I d5
qA

2p\
an0u~Ed!. ~19!

Under a fixed bias condition, the fluctuations at freque
cies below the inverse transit time can be described b
white current-noise spectrumSI . By applying the analytical
method described in detail in Ref. 9, and taking into acco
both the background and the peak contributions to the no
we obtain:SI5S̃I

bg1S̃I
d , where

S̃I
bg5 E

2FL

`

gL
2~E!KFD~E1FL!dE

1 E
2FR

`

gR
2~E!KFD~E1FR!dE, ~20!

S̃I
d5aK0kBTgL

2~Ed!. ~21!

Here the noise sourcesKFD(E) andaK0 are determined by
the boundary conditions at the leads@Eq. ~11!#, and the func-
tions gL,R(E) ~energy-resolved shot-noise suppress
factors12! are obtained as

gL~E!5H 22CDQLr~E!, 2FL,E,0

12CD Qt~E!, 0,E,`,

gR~E!5H 22CDQRr~E!, 2FR,E,0

212CD Qt~E!, 0,E,`,

where we have denotedCD5c/D, c5mnD /(2p\), nD

5nFD(FL)2nFD(FR),

QLr~E!5 E
2E

FL
v~E1F!h2

23/2 dF, ~22!

QRr~E!5 E
2E

FR
v~E1F!h1

23/2dF, ~23!

Qt~E!5 E
0

FL
@v~E1F!2v~E!#h2

23/2dF

1 E
0

FR
@v~E1F!2v~E!#h1

23/2dF, ~24!
1-3
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D52 @h2
21/2~FL!1h1

21/2~FR!#

1 E
0

FL
@Hbg

2 1Hd
2#h2

23/2 dF

1 E
0

FR
@Hbg

1 1Hd
1#h1

23/2 dF, ~25!

whereH1[H(x.0), H2[H(x,0), and

Hbg~F!5Nbg~F!2Nbg~0!1@ux2u2x# cv~F!,

Hd~F!5Nd~F!2Nd~0!.

As can be easily verified for the noise power given by E
~20!, there is an entanglement between the background
the d peak contributions~this is the meaning of a tilde we
have introduced in the notations!. The entanglement appea
due to the functionsg(E), in particular, due to their depen
dence on the steady-state functionsh(F), which are the sum
of both the FD and thed peak contributions@see Eqs.~15!–
~17!#. This is the principal difference with the time-averag
quantities, such as the current@Eqs. ~18! and ~19!# or the
electron density@Eqs. ~12! and ~13!#, for which the total
value is a sum of two contributions without entangleme
We would like to emphasize that for the current noise wi
out Coulomb interactions, the functionsg(E) are constants
~step functions!,9 and hence the total noise is again an ad
tive quantity as for the time-averaged values.

The important question is: To what extent do the cro
correlations between the peak and the background elect
affect the current noise? As will be seen in the next sect
the cross-correlation contribution is of major importance
biases when thed peak is in the vicinity of the potentia
barrier top. Precisely this nonlinearity leads to the possibi
of identifying the details in the energy profile of electro
from the shot-noise measurements.

V. RESULTS

For quantitative estimations and in order to illustrate
implementation of the results, consider the GaAs ballis
sample atT54 K. With the assumption that the contact do
ing 1.631016 cm23, the reduced Fermi energyj'10, and
the contact electrons are degenerate, the Debye scree
length associated with the contact electron concentratio
LD'14 nm.9 The calculations have been carried out for t
lengths of the ballistic gap,50.1 and 0.5mm, implying ,
@LD , which is necessary to expect the importance of
space-charge and Coulomb correlation effects.

The calculation of the current noise powerSI given by
Eqs.~20! and~21! requires the knowledge of the steady-sta
potential barrier heightFL and the stationary profilesh(F).
To this end we solve by numerical iterations Eq.~14! for
each given biasU and length,. Then we compute the noise
The results are presented in Figs. 2– 4.

First, our aim is to understand the effect of the additio
peak electrons on the current-noise spectral density. Figu
shows the results for the case of ad peak fixed at the energ
«d59kBT and having different amplitudesa. It is seen that
15532
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at low biases, when the barrier is high (FL'16), the peak
electrons do not influence the noise since they are all
flected back to the emitter («d,FL). In this regime,SI

'SI
bg . With increasing biasU, the potential barrier de-

creases. Then there will be a point where the energy of
peak meets the potential barrier top. Above this point
peak electrons are no longer reflected back; all of them n
pass over the barrier and contribute to the current and n
at the collector. But their effect on the mean current a
noise is drastically different. If the extra current provided

FIG. 2. Current-noise powerSI vs applied biasU for the com-
bined (d peak and background Fermi-Dirac! injection. The results
are shown for thed peak at«d59kBT and different amplitudesa.
SI is normalized to the equilibrium valueSI

eq of the background
noise. The ballistic length,52 mm.

FIG. 3. Current-noise powerSI vs applied biasU for the peak of
amplitudea50.2 at different energies«d ~indicated by numbers!. SI

is normalized to the full shot noise 2qIem in the saturation regime
whereI em is the saturation~emission! current from the emitter. The
results are plotted for two ballistic lengths,50.5 and 2mm.
1-4



SHOT-NOISE SPECTROSCOPY OF ENERGY-RESOLVED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 155321 ~2003!
FIG. 4. Current noise powerSI and the background contributionSI
bg compared with their asymptotic high-bias valuesSI

an and SI
bg,an

calculated from Eq.~26!. All the curves are normalized to the equilibrium valueSI
eq of the background noise. The parameters of thed peak

areed59, a50.2 ~a!; ed511, a50.5 ~b!. The ballistic length,52 mm.
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the peak electrons is small with respect to the backgro
current~as in our example!, the current-voltage characteris
tics do not change essentially. In contrast, the noise po
changes significantly: at the bias whenFL'«d , a sharp
spike inSI is observed~Fig. 2!. This spike is not due to the
noise of the peak electrons, as one would think. It origina
from the fluctuations of the barrier top, which are induced
the peak electrons. This influence is very pronounced p
cisely when the conditionFL'«d holds. Although the frac-
tion of the peak electrons in the total current is small, th
dominate~within a narrow interval of biases atFL'«d) in
the contribution to the electron densityNb5N(F50) at the
barrier position, thereby change the strength of the bar
top fluctuations. The latter follows from the fact that th
largest contribution to the electron densityNb at the barrier
top comes from electrons that virtually stop there~have zero
velocity! and spend more time aroundx5xb . These are the
electrons from a narrow energy interval around«5FL . At
higher biases,«d.FL , the d peak is shifted above the ba
rier towards higher energies, and the main contribution toNb
comes again from the background electrons. Thus the n
power becomesSI'SI

bg as seen from Fig. 2. So, what w
really observe in Fig. 2 is the spike of the potential barr
noise, which is sharply increased when thed peak coincides
with the top of the potential barrier. In this sense the spa
charge potential barrier helps to visualize the details in
injection currents by means of the noise. Note that if
potential barrier is frozen at its time-averaged value, i
when the long-range Coulomb correlations are ignored,
obtain from the calculations that the noise spectral densit
almost the same in both cases: with and without thed peak
injection. This indicates the importance of the long-ran
Coulomb correlations in shot-noise spectroscopy.

Another important feature one can observe in Fig. 2
how the noise spike is modified with increasing density
the d peak electrons. It is seen that the left side of the sp
does not change significantly witha, while the right side is
15532
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shifted towards higher biases whena increases. This can b
explained by the fact that for higher intensities of the pe
one should apply higher biases to ‘‘open up’’ more bac
ground electrons in order to exceed the contribution from
peak electrons to the barrier top fluctuations.

An interesting question is why the delta peak injecti
increases noise and does not suppress it. At the bias whe
noise spike appears, the delta peak electrons almost sto
the barrier top and, therefore, effectively contribute to t
negative charge at the barrier top location. This additio
negative charge increases the reflection of the incoming e
trons, which means the increase of the barrier height.
current fluctuation produced by the barrier increase is of
opposite sign in respect to the injection fluctuation. Mo
over, in a small energy range, the compensation fluctuatio
much larger in absolute value with respect to the inject
one ~overcompensation effect!. This is seen in the fact tha
the functiong(E)→2` as the energy approaches the barr
top E→0.8,16 Since the noise is calculated as a square
fluctuation, the result is the increase of noise, although i
due to the suppression effect of current fluctuations.

Figure 3 illustrates the shot-noise spectroscopy effect.
seen that when the energy of the peak electrons changes
noise spike shifts along the background noise curve, si
the bias at which the condition«d'FL is met changes. This
allows one, in principle, to identify the peak energy if on
knows the correspondence between the bias and the ba
height for the background noise.

Finally, we have also verified the validity of our numer
cal algorithm by comparingSI calculated from the full set of
Eqs.~20! and~21! with the analytical results obtained in th
asymptotic high-bias limit:15

SI
an52qIbg

9kBT

qU
@12Apwg11w2g21ã~Aed2w!2#,

~26!
1-5
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wherew5(Apg11ã/Aed)/(2g2), ã5a/F1(a) is the ratio
between the current of the peak and the current of the b
ground,g15F1/2(a)/F1(a) and g25F0(a)/F1(a) are the
constants dependent on the degeneracy of the injected
trons (g15g251 for nondegenerate electrons!, Fj are the
Fermi-Dirac integrals of indexj, and a5j2FL /kBT and
ed5Ed /kBT are the dimensionless positions of the Fer
energy and thed peak with respect to the potential barrie
respectively.

The results of the comparison are in good agreemen
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! shows. For moderate peak amplitudes,
exact solutions follow closely the asymptotic curves to
right of the noise spike. Moreover, for this case the res
for qU@Ed are almost the same in both cases: with a
without the d peak @Fig. 4~a!#. For high peak amplitudes
@Fig. 4~b!#, the asymptotic curves differ by a small valu
corresponding to the noise contribution from the peak e
trons, non-negligible in this case.

It is remarkable that the asymptotic theory describes q
well not only the regionqU@Ed@FL , where thed peak is
much higher than the barrier, but also the right side of
spike atEd;FL , where the peak is close to the barrier p
sition ~slightly above it!. The left side of the peak is, how
ever, beyond the asymptotic theory, since in this bias ra
the d peak electrons are reflected from the barrier, and
asymptotic theory exists for this case.

Another important feature is that for the case of a h
amplitude peak, there exists a small range of biases
which SI,Sbg @Fig. 4~b!#. This means that the current nois
may be reduced by an additional injection~additional noise!.
We relate this noise suppression phenomenon to the e
tence of a specific ‘‘noiseless’’ energyE* lying above the
barrier9 for which g(E* )'0. At the bias whenEd crosses
E* , the noise of thed peak vanishes,S̃I

d'0, while the back-
ground noise is reduced by the peak electrons by virtue
the barrier fluctuations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the shot noise in a space-cha
limited ballistic conductor under the condition of an add
-

V.

,
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tional ~to the thermal equilibrium! d peak injection from one
of the contacts. Coulomb interactions are shown to act a
energy analyzer of the profile of injected electrons, and h
to visualize the energy peak in the injection current by me
of the shot noise. The injection peak is not seen in the tim
averaged measurements or shot-noise measurements
the conditions when interactions are ineffective.

By measuring the current-noise spectral density as a fu
tion of bias, one can observe a sharp spike in the noise
certain bias, at which the energy peak coincides with
potential barrier top. This spike is a signature of electro
electron interactions. It gives a direct link between the pe
and the barrier positions, and can reveal one position w
the other is known. For instance, if one knows the inject
energyEd of thed peak electrons, one can obtain the bias
which the barrier heightFb'Ed , thereby revealing the
space-charge-limited conduction and the amount of the sp
charge. Vice versa, if one knows the space-charge param
and the barrier position as a function of bias, one can ana
the energy-resolved injection current.

Thus, Coulomb interactions in ballistic structures are
interest from several points of view: On one hand, they le
to the shot-noise suppression that may be important for
plications. On the other hand, they offer the possibility
using the shot-noise measurements as a tool to deduce
portant information about the properties of nonequilibriu
carriers in nanoscale structures with hot-electron emitt
resonant-tunneling-diode emitters, superlattice emitters,
not otherwise available from time-averaged measureme
The validity of our theory can be tested experimentally
currently accessible semiconductor ballistic structures,
which the current is limited by the space charge.
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